Interlocking Metal Shingles

Our interlocking shingles are
available in the following metals:
ALUMINUM -KYNAR 500® PVDF
STAINLESS STEEL - Satin Finish, Colored
ZINC - Preweathered, Colored
COPPER - Bare, Prepatinated, Oxidized, All Finishes
Copper Coated Stainless Steel

Well-Engineered

water-tight and maintenance free from the time they

Fine Metal Roof Tech is staffed with a talented team of

were built and continue remain so to this day.

designers, architects, engineers and builders who con-

systems have been as tested and proofed as ours, and

ceptualize, develop and test fine metal roofing and wall

precious few are as beautiful.

cladding products. Our products are made to be easy

Comprehensive

to understand and install and each piece is engineered

We have your roof and wall-cladding system in a box!

to last waterproof and maintenance free for the life of

Everything from our interlocking shingles to valleys to

the material. Our metal shingle system has been in

clips to flashings to ridge caps and more.

use throughout Germany for hundreds of years. The

hunting all over the place to get all your roofing sup-

centuries old buildings clad in this system have stayed

plies for your project!

Few

No more

Customizable and Versatile
Start imagining the countless ways you can design
with our fine metal interlocking shingles by mixing and
arranging colors, sizes, shapes and layouts.

Affordable
Regardless of your budget, our system offers a durable
and beautiful option that suits your specific requirements
at a price you can afford. If you’re building a custom
castle, there are few systems as authentic as ours. If
you’re building a modest home, you now have the option

Great for the Environment

of a high-end product that you can easily afford. Com-

Our fine metal shingles are recyclable, energy efficient

mercial or private, big or small we have your solution!

and beautiful. They are also very cost effective, so no
more excuses! You can have that beautiful, environmentally friendly roof! Metal roofs generally last a very
long time. That inherent durability combined with our
system will outlast your expectations.

Strong
Fine Metal Roof Tech’s interlocking metal shingle system is one of the strongest systems on the market today.

It

withstands more severe weather conditions

than any other system.

www.finemetalrooftech.com
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